Hey Tucker! Grab your skates!

You know I don't own a pair of skates!

Hey, wait a sec.

I don't own skates, but I do own a skateboard.

Tucker goes into deep thought.

If I use the following materials...

Threaded rod

Drill

4 pieces of steel

2" x 1/8" thick

16 nuts to fit threaded rod

File

Wrench

Old skateboard

...I can make an iceboard! It'll be the gnariest thing on ice. First, I gotta get these wheels off. Then...

Assemble blades to trucks, using rods and bolts.

Use the nuts and rods to... align the blades so they are parallel to one another!

Once you're done get rad on the ice or...

Or build a sail!

The possibilities are endless!!!

The most important aspect of building an iceboard are the blades. All the blades edges need to be sharpened to 90 degrees. Sharp edges make ya go faster and turn harder. So get filing!

Just... like a great samurai!